10 MORE Things You Can Organize While Staying at Home
Tips brought to you by Organizer Jamie Novak
Author of Keep This Toss That: The Practical Guide to Tidying Up

1. Email

6. Recipes & Cookbooks

Sort your emails by sender or
oldest first to find some to delete.
Or search a specific sender to
delete them. Don’t forget to
unsubscribe first.

Let go of cookbooks you never
use, try out recipes you’ve been
clipping out and waiting to try
later. You might even craft a
simple meal plan.

2. To Be Read Pile

7. Notes/Scraps of Paper

Read something from the to-be
read pile and process it – don’t just
stick it in a new pile.

Gather and sort your scraps of
paper and notes. Set up one place
to jot down notes. And put a date
so you remember when it is from.

3. Entryway
Clear the entryway so it is easier to
clean when you come back home.
4. Clutter Covered Chair
Clear all that stuff you dropped on
a chair, bench, or in the corner.
Notice what’s there, maybe you
can create storage nearby to
prevent the pile-up.

8. Bathroom
Medicine cabinet, vanity drawer,
make-up, or any other category
that needs to be pared down, this
includes tiny toiletries.
9. Craft & Hobby Stuff
Toss that dried up glue stick, the
marker that no longer writes.

5. Food Storage Containers

10.The “to be fixed” pile

Match food container lids to
containers. Keep a few out, store
excess elsewhere, as you need
them you can grab them.

Today is the day to fix all that stuff
you’ve been meaning to. Sew the
button on, glue the handle back on
the mug, or let it go.

Visit www.JamieNovak.com now for even more free printables, resource lists, the
10-minute podcast, and follow along with the toss of the day.

